Azatoxin is a mechanistic hybrid of the topoisomerase II-targeted anticancer drugs etoposide and ellipticine.
One approach to broadening the diversity of topoisomerase II-targeted anticancer agents is to generate novel compounds by combining structural elements of drugs known to stimulate enzyme-mediated DNA cleavage. The first agent to emerge from such a rational drug design is azatoxin, a hybrid drug that fuses chemical structures from etoposide and ellipticine. Since these drugs differ significantly in their structural and mechanistic attributes, azatoxin may preferentially retain the functional properties of one of these two drugs, behave as a hybrid molecule, or act as a novel pharmacophore. Therefore, the properties of azatoxin were characterized to determine relationships between its mechanism of action and those of its parent compounds. Azatoxin, like etoposide, binds to DNA in a nonintercalative fashion. However, similar to ellipticine, the drug has no effect on enzyme-mediated DNA religation and apparently stimulates scission primarily by enhancing cleavage complex formation. Depending on the species of topoisomerase II examined, the cleavage potency of azatoxin resembles that of either of its chemical parents. Furthermore, out of 43 DNA cleavage sites analyzed, approximately 90% of those induced by azatoxin are shared with either etoposide, ellipticine, or both drugs. Finally, competition studies indicate that azatoxin interacts with topoisomerase II in the enzyme domain utilized by etoposide and ellipticine. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that azatoxin is a mechanistic hybrid of its parent compounds and shares functional properties with both drugs.